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Just a reminder, we will be exhibiting at the Australian Fitness and Health Expo in Sydney from 27th-29th 
April.  Drop by Stand Q26 to see the exciting new developments for ClientConnect.  You'll also get a sneak 
peek at our next release - Version 5! 
 
We're also in the process of tidying up our Support Website so that it's easier for you to find help where you 
need it.  We welcome your feedback and suggestions on how we can make this more useful to you. 
  
Reminders 
  
As usual, please send ALL correspondence to support@pulsetecsolutions.com NOT to our personal 

emails because if we are away, you may not be answered and we don’t want that to happen.  You can 

also phone us directly on +61 (0)3 9878 7813 or check out our support website 

http://support.pulsetecsolutions.com for handy hints, instruction sheets and archived newsletters. 

 

Handy Hint Number 44 

To Obsolete or Delete? 
ClientConnect allows you the flexibility to control many things throughout your database, but sometimes 

this could get you into trouble - particularly if you like to delete things!  

The safest way to manage any incorrect data is to REVERSE it rather than DELETE. You then have an Audit 

Trail of events rather than items simply 'vanishing' without a trace. 

Booking Resources 

In Manage Booking Resources, you have the choice of Deleting (mark obsolete) or Permanently Deleting a 

Resource.  
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If you have a Booking Resource that is no longer needed (ie. the Trainer has left), you would simply flag them 

as Obsolete by using the 'Delete' option, or open up their file and check the 'Obsolete' checkbox. 

The Resource is removed from your default view but is still accessible by simply clicking on the 'Include 

Obsolete' button. 

The option to Permanently Delete Resource is available for Resources that have no transactions/bookings 

associated with them. 

Financial Transactions 

Similarly for your Financial transactions, if you have any data in a client's file that is incorrect eg. an invoice 

or payment entered in error, the safest bet is to REVERSE the transaction.   

So if you need to reverse an Invoice, you would credit it rather than delete.  

To reverse a payment, you would refund rather than delete. 

 



 

 

 

 
RELEASE NEWS 

Version 4 Users 

After all the fun of FILEX, our much anticipated new release, Version 5, will be rolled out to customers 

with current Support Agreements. 

This new version has significant changes with regard to the look and feel of ClientConnect. 

We recommend that you review the Release Notes before you load the upgrade. 

Some of the new developments include:- 

 The sign-in screen has been re-developed to accommodate different options for Client and 

Class Sign Ins. 

 

 There are exciting new developments that manage Gradings.  Thee will suit martial arts and 

other progressive level programs. 

 

 Many of the Control Panel and set up items have been moved / re-grouped to more logical 

locations.  

Please contact us for information regarding the download. 

 

If there is a topic that you would like us to cover, or you have a specific task that you need to perform, please 
give us a call and we can help you find a solution. 


